
Can Lawyers Collaborate?

Collaboration technology is the future of law practice.



Time is your most valuable asset

What is enterprise collaboration

Enterprise collaboration is redefining how law practices 
think about communication.

Each day you manage cases, strategize with colleagues, communicate with clients, edit documents, log hours 

and update calendars. But time is your most valuable asset. How many hours a day do you spend sending email? 

Making phone calls? Searching for documents? How many times a day do you text colleagues asking if they are 

free to chat? How many times do you log in and out of your firm’s document management, legal research, billing 

and calendaring tools? 

With more focus than ever before being placed on efficiency, modern law firms understand that time is money 

and efficient communication methods will benefit your firm’s bottom line. Every function in a law firm can 

benefit from a completely new category of technology designed to boost employee productivity.

The rise of enterprise collaboration is redefining the modern law firm and how law practices will think about 

communication in the future.

Collaboration platforms seek to aggregate, within a single tool, the messaging and document management 

systems that teams use every single day. First, collaboration platforms emphasize quick, concise messages, 

on-demand video conferencing, screen and document sharing and ongoing team conversations. Available on 

your desktop, laptop or mobile device, collaboration platforms enable you to chat one-on-one or with a team. 

Messages and documents are organized by activity streams, which can consist of matters, projects or 

discussions. Further, with a click of a button, you can video conference, email and share files. In fact, you can 

easily switch from messaging to email; no more logging in and out of various, unconnected systems. You can also 

poll a group for input by conducting surveys that update in real time, again all in a single platform. Finally, less 

time is wasted digging around for a document across various file servers and document management systems. 

In a collaboration platform, documents are stored securely in one place, keeping you organized and allowing you 

to search across everything using keywords. 

Further, for law firms these platforms can be integrated, connecting to existing business systems, such as 

document management, billing, calendaring, discovery and more. In the near future, such platforms will deliver 

access to a nearly endless array of other legal applications available in the marketplace—such as legal research, 

depositions, analytics and artificial intelligence software. The ultimate goal of an enterprise-wide collaboration: 

improving how teams coordinate, communicate and perform.



Why the rise of collaboration for legal

How one firm is piloting a collaboration platform

Modern firms see collaboration technology as a critical 
component in maximizing employee productivity, 
acquiring and retaining talent and growing revenue.

Collaboration tools are designed to enhance communication inside and outside the workplace. Legal teams are 

used to fast-paced, always-on communications. It’s the culture of the practice of law. But legal professionals 

are not used to having a single tool that facilitates their culture. Collaboration platforms enable an uninterrupted 

focus across a legal team through secure, always-on messaging connections, document sharing and video 

conferencing features. No longer do teams need to flip in an out of systems, wait for voicemails to be returned or 

sit idle while video or web-conference systems connect. Additionally, all members of the legal team—including 

in-house counsel and experts outside the law firm—can collaborate in specific, security-controlled workspaces 

in the platform and realize productivity gains.

Further, similar to other industries, law firms are experiencing a shift in employee demographics, with younger, 

more global and remote workforces. These teams seek modern technology that allow them the flexibility to 

interact from any location and any device. A collaboration platform, rolled out enterprise-wide, enables co-workers 

in the same building or different countries around the world to collaborate with the same amount of ease.

Modern firms see collaboration technology as a critical component in maximizing employee productivity, 

acquiring and retaining talent and growing revenue.

“Our attorneys and legal professionals live in their email,” explained a partner at a medium-sized law firm. “But, 

their inboxes are bursting with items that probably don’t need to be sent through email.” This partner and her 

practice group of six recently engaged in a pilot program to use a collaboration platform built specifically for 

law firms. The practice group was looking for ways to be more productive as a team and eliminate the informal 

meetings constantly taking place between one or two people on the team, with decisions needing to be then 

cascaded to the rest of the team.

All six team members—one partner, three associates, one paralegal and one law clerk—work on all matters and 

now, instead of constantly huddling to have “status checks,” the team can use dedicated workspaces for each 

case to bring all members of the practice group up to speed. The members of the group start and end their days 

in the collaboration platform. Each individual in the firm organizes his or her conversations into private and team 

workspaces. The practice group partner can easily send all members of the team a message about a specific 

case or provide edits on a draft brief to only an individual associate. Most importantly, the burden of email is 
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decreasing, being replaced by activity streams that are easy to follow in real-time. The practice group also now 

has a record of decisions made and progress items on its cases, which before lived in disparate email boxes 

or notepads.

The practice group is also in the process of adding a seventh member to the team, a paralegal who is albeit 

based in one of the firm’s out-of-state offices. Now, it will be more important than ever to avoid “hallway huddles” 

to make sure this new team member stays connected. In fact, the team is most excited about the ease of video 

conferencing in the collaboration platform, so that one-on-one or as a group, they can speak face-to-face even 

though their group is spread out across multiple offices.

Since email is still a critical part of how the firm communicates with clients, the pilot team found that they don’t 

need to leave the collaboration platform to send or read emails. Email is right there as an integral part of the 

platform. Lastly, when someone steps out for lunch or leaves the office for the day, the mobile collaboration app 

indicates he or she has a new message. For this firm, the collaboration platform is starting to become the back-

bone for all communications, and the firm is planning to roll the system out companywide in the coming months.

As this firm has experienced, collaboration platforms are poised to become the sole digital location for work 

within a law firm. For contemporary law practices, improved teamwork and coordination, empowered by 

cutting-edge technology is the pathway to success. Staying up to speed with the innovation in legal communication 

and collaboration will help your law firm stay competitive in a shifting legal landscape.

For this firm, the collaboration platform is starting to 
become the backbone for all communications.




